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Equipment manufac-
turers concern themselves
as much with IP addresses
and bandwidth as they do
with loop detectors and coin
counters. Small companies
with great ideas are now
finding ways to bring their
innovations to the market
with the help of larger
groups. M&A hasn’t
restricted itself to the oper-
ating companies.

Have we grown up as a
business? I think the answer
is “not really,” but we cer-
tainly have moved into our adolescence. The free market is work-
ing its magic, and the good stuff is bubbling to the surface; the not-
so-good is being left behind. My goal is that Parking Today fol-
lows that business model, leaving the not-so-good stuff behind. 

Sure, we had become complacent, but that comes with age. I
decided we needed a bit of a kick in the rear and hired a couple of

young (well, younger) peo-
ple to join us and ask pesky
questions, which are most
always right on the mark.

A customer wondered
the other day if PT would
ever just replace itself with
its Web site. Why not? We
could certainly put all the
articles and pictures on the
site, generate revenue from
online ads, and become an
online real-time source for
the parking industry. It
could be much more prof-
itable and might better
serve our readers. 

But as the first words in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy tell us, “Don’t panic.” We’ll certainly chop down a lot
more trees before we make any such dramatic changes, but the fact
that this type of conversation comes up from time to time keeps
me on my toes. 

If our industry, as well as the world, is changing, we at PT
must react to it.

I would be less than gracious if I didn’t thank everyone who
has made Parking Today work – you know who you are. Howev-
er, I would also thank the
customers who pay the bills,
and those who honor us
every month by reading
what we have to say.

I have no idea what the
next 10 years will bring, but
I do know that they will
bring change. That’s the
nature of life. We have two
choices: We can fight it, or
we can embrace it. I know
what I’m going to do.

JVH

great things that have hap-
pened. We should remember
the good times and forget
the bad.

I have a difficult time
with the bad times, since I
frankly don’t remember any
related to PT. There were
misspellings, mistakes,
wrong choices and probably
more than a few hurt feel-
ings. All of these were unin-
tentional.

The problem with a
publication that comes out
on a deadline is that we have
to draw a line and say, “We can’t do any better, let it go.” This
month, it covers the bottom of the parrot’s cage, but we get another
chance next month. Not many folks get to “do over” month after
month after month. This life is perfect.

As I read Charlie Munn’s interview of me in this issue, I
remembered my comment that “all change is good.” PT has been

in a state of change since it
started 10 volumes ago.
Some have been subtle,
some in-your-face. But
most have been cosmetic.
The question to me is what
changes have we been able
to make on the face of our
industry?

This industry has
begun to grow up – I spent a
few days talking to invest-
ment bankers last month in
Chicago and frankly their
discussions were way over
my head. I wonder if Mor-
gan Stanley or Sam Zell,

Maquerie Bank, General Electric, Prudential or outfits such as
Green Courte Partners, Next and The Gates Group thought 10
years ago that they would be investing in the parking business. 

Mergers and acquisitions have sent many logos to the history
books in the last decade and have made others household names.
CEOs of parking companies concern themselves as much with
bottom lines, shareholders and share prices as they do with lot
counts, audits and oversell.

Technology has overwhelmed our business. 
I sat in an office in Illi-

nois and watched and lis-
tened to a cashier in Califor-
nia make a transaction. A
friend of mine in Hong
Kong logged on to a parking
garage in New York City
and actually showed a
potential customer a prob-
lem transaction, in real-time.
The other day, a fellow on a
golf course showed me an
image of his parking facility
located half way across the
country, on his PDA, also in
real-time. PT
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creenwall panels were
specified for Charlotte
Douglas International
Airport’s new five-sto-

ry, 1 million-square-foot parking
deck, for their aesthetic, practical
and budgetary attributes. 

“We were interested in the screen-
walls because they are an appropriate
exterior design solution for a parking
structure,” said Brian Wilson, design
architect with The Wilson Group of Char-
lotte, NC. “The screenwalls allowed for a
number of things that other materials
would not,” he said. 

“We were able to create a curved sur-
face with the material. The perforations
provided an open area, which helps with
the parking structure’s ventilation. And it
provides an aesthetically pleasing appear-
ance.” Wilson said. “In the daytime, the
ornamental cover appears solid. In the
evening, it appears transparent and is the-
atrically illuminated to glow dark blue.”

The $29 million, 3,000-space parking
deck was completed in May 2005 and
opened to the public in July. Parking
capacity at the airport was increased by
13% – making a total of 20,400 spaces
available for public use. 

Approximately 60,000 square feet of
perforated screenwalls were specified in
3/4-inch, 20-gauge stainless steel Econo-
lap and Style-Rib exposed fastener pro-
files. The unique fabrication provides
40% open area for the effect of a translu-
cent screen to control light and air move-
ment, and to conceal the appearance of
equipment behind the screen. 

The perforated metal theme was
continued on the interior of the parking
deck. Screenwalls also were used to sep-
arate the elevator hoistways from the
back-lighted illuminated glass panels at
the elevator fronts. 

“We’ve used metal wall panels on
many other projects and have been
extremely happy with the results,” said
Wilson. “Our sales representative, Dave
Donovan, introduced us to the perforated
screenwall for this project, and we discov-
ered its many practical, aesthetic and

Screenwalls Let Airport
Parking Decks Take Flight 
BY JOHN VAN HORN

S Harrisburg Airport Facility
Features Stainless Steel Fabric
The new Harrisburg (PA) International Airport Multi-Modal Transportation
Facility (MMTF) is more than just a parking garage. The four-floor, 1.16 mil-
lion-square-foot facility not only offers 3,500 parking spaces, but also serves
as a terminal for taxis, off-airport courtesy vehicles, buses and six rental car
agencies.

Wrapped in Cambridge Architectural’s stainless steel fabric, the facility
meets ventilation requirements for parking garages. It sits next to the Har-
risburg’s new airport, the first one built after 9/11 to meet all post-9/11
federal regulations in design and construction.

The metal fabric selected
for the exterior provides
bright, open qualities to a
type of structure often
associated with heavy,
dark precast materials.
The metal fabric was
installed around stair-
wells, parking areas and a
pedestrian walkway that
connects to the airport
terminal. 

The architect was HNTB
Architecture.
Kinsley Construction was
the general contractor.
And Mohawk Construc-
tion and Supply was the
installer. 

“The screenwalls allowed for a number of things
that other materials would not.”

In Harrisburg, the fabric was used around the stairwells and on
the exterior to mask the “not so pretty” precast members and
the vehicles behind.

budgetary features. Everyone is very
pleased with the final result.”

“The dealer and installer, Seco Archi-
tectural Systems of Stone Mountain, GA,
was a great company to work with and did
a wonderful job to create a beautiful facili-
ty,” Donovan said. 

Future parking plans at the airport
include the construction of an identical

deck with an additional 3,000 spaces,
which is expected to be completed in
2007. 

The project’s architect-of-record was
LS3P Associates of Charlotte. The con-
struction manager was Turner Construc-
tion, also of Charlotte. The screenwalls
were supplied by Centria. 

PT
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Amano
Cincinnati
Expands
Ohio Plant  

The Loveland, OH, manufacturing
facility – a subsidiary of Amano Corp.
Japan – nearly doubled its space recent-
ly to 90,000 sq. feet to accommodate a
consolidation with its plant in Ana-
heim, CA.

Amano is the largest manufacturer
of its kind, according to Henry Allen,
President of Carolina Time Equipment
Co. in Charlotte, NC. He stocks and
distributes parking systems, time and
attendance systems (or time clocks)
and building-access systems for a vari-
ety of manufacturers worldwide. 

Amano Corp. Japan bought
Cincinnati Time Recorder, which was
founded in 1896, in 1991.  Amano
Cincinnati Inc. is the U.S. manufactur-
ing operation for its parent company. Its
corporate offices are in Roseland, NJ.

Circle #134 on Reader Service Card

Rydin Decal has formed a business part-
nership with iParq, a leading supplier of
Internet-based parking management servic-
es. It combines Rydin’s high-quality parking
permits and exemplary customer service
with iParq’s robust Internet-based applica-
tion, distribution, enforcement and collec-
tions modules. 

“College campuses are always looking
for new solutions to streamline their parking
permit ordering and distribution, to automate
the citation and appeals process and to maxi-
mize profits in their parking program,” said
Cris Gonzalez, President of Rydin Decal. “In
our 50 years, Rydin has always been a solu-
tion provider, not just a custom printer. Our
joint venture with iParq is another innovative
example of our commitment to meeting our
customers’ changing needs.”

The partnership will allow a college
campus to select from Rydin’s wide variety
of permit offerings and use iParq’s site to
apply over the Internet 24 hours a day. With
unique, easy-to-use qualification features, a
campus parking office can determine who is

eligible to receive a permit either ahead of
time or after the fact. iParq then ships the
permit directly to the applicant within one
business day of order approval. Alternative-
ly, a “will call” option allows customers to
pick up their permit from an on-campus
office. 

iParq’s wide range of enforcement serv-
ices integrates with Rydin Decal’s parking
permit. An enforcement officer simply scans
the barcode on a Rydin permit, and iParq’s
handheld will provide vehicle information,
scofflaw alerts or do-not-tow alarms. Using
iParq’s Web site, violation recipients can
remit payment or file an appeal at any time,
eliminating unwanted face-to-face con-
frontations. iParq’s program even automati-
cally sends an e-mail or printed letter to vio-
lation recipients customized according to the
college’s business rules and timetable.

For more information about the Rydin Decal /
iParq business partnership, call Eric Jackson at
(800) 448-1991, Ext. 445; or e-mail him at
ejackson@rydindecal.com.

Rydin and iParq Partner on
Processing Parking Permits
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ohn Van Horn tells the story of a school
superintendent acquaintance of his who had
two elementary schools in his district. One
day, for no apparent reason, he switched

their principals. The result: Both schools improved.
“I learned from his example,” Van Horn recounted during a

recent interview. “All change is good.” 
Van Horn has been an advocate for change – or, as he calls it,

“a paradigm shift” – in the parking industry for the last 10 years as
editor of Parking Today, the industry’s first independent busi-
ness-to-business magazine. 

Variously described as an industry raconteur, provocateur and
even saboteur, he replies: “I will print whatever I think is reason-
able, but sometimes  the movers and shakers in the industry don’t
think it’s reasonable”. 

Indeed, Van Horn has been a lightning rod for controversy for
much of the last decade. Some might say it was in his upbringing.
Van Horn’s parents relocated to California from the Ozark Moun-
tains of the “Show Me State” of Missouri in 1941. His father
became editor of the Fillmore (CA) Herald; his mother, a school-
teacher. After receiving his degree at UCLA, he entered the Army. 

“After I got out of the military,” he recalls, “I went back to
Fillmore and took over the newspaper for my father but was not a
good businessman ... But I was fortunate enough to sell it before it
went bankrupt. I decided I had to go into the big city to make my
fortune.” 

At once plain-spoken and self-deprecating, Van Horn tells of
selling card access control systems in Los Angeles for such firms
as Rusco, CardKey, and Wells Fargo Protective Services. His
“break in the parking business” as he describes it, came when he
started with what was then a fledgling technology firm, Secom.

“We sold a bunch of stuff, security products as well as park-
ing products. But I’ve always wanted to sell things that are differ-
ent, and we happened to have some software and products that
were more applicable to the parking industry than the security side.
Things like automatic fee-computing cash registers and central
control  through computerized networking. Remember, this was
about 30 years ago. Today, computers are everywhere, but in 1978-
79, it was unimaginable to have an online computerized system in
a [parking] garage.”

Though Van Horn had left publishing, publishing had never
left him. “Once you’ve been in the newspaper business, you bleed
black,” he says. While working on advertising for Secom, he
looked at the then-available parking media and saw an opportuni-
ty. “There was this great void in the industry. I found out the two
existing magazines reached about 3,000 parking folks. And then I
went out and did a count of all senior people in the industry and I

stopped counting at 35,000. I said,
heck, I can do this!”

Leaving Secom after 17 years,
Van Horn published his first issue of 
Parking Today in April 1996. Look-
ing back on those early issues, Van
Horn cringes and judges some of his
early work as “juvenile”. But, he
adds, “some people said Parking
Today wouldn’t last three issues. At
first, we did put in some things just
to get noticed, like parking at nude
beaches, and other things that poked
fun at the industry.”

“I think this industry needs poking a little bit. I’ve been one of
the primary pokers and some of the pokees don’t like that. We’re
trying to be fair, but I’m sure there have been cases where people
might have gotten a little ‘fluffered’ around the corners. We’re just
trying to bring in a little information here, but from time to time, I
get a little impatient about what goes on.”

Impatience with the way the national organizations run their
exhibitions prompted another innovation: the Parking Industry
Exhibition (PIE). As Van Horn remembers it, “I started getting
complaints from the vendors about the trade shows. One show was
dwindling due to mergers and acquisitions; the other sort of took
vendors for granted and wasn’t growing.”

After offering to work with both organizations – the National
Parking Association and the International Parking Institute – to
change their approach and being rebuffed, Van Horn created the
PIE as a way to bring more parking professionals and non-indus-
try types, such as building owners, into contact with the industry.
He has long advocated combining the two organizations, or at least
the three national trade shows, even if it means a change in his
own. “It only makes sense to combine the shows,” he says, “but in
the end, for that to happen, the exhibitors are going to have to
demand it.”

The standoff between the two national organizations has been
a pet peeve. Long an industry scold, Van Horn bluntly declares:
“They don’t represent the industry; they represent their members.
No one represents the industry.

“Remember, the NPA thinks the IPI members are its cus-
tomers. And they are, on balance. Central Parking, an NPA mem-
ber, for example, runs a city operation or a hospital; which are
members of the IPI. The NPA perceives itself as an organization of
parking operators, so by that definition, it excludes its customers.
The opposite is also true.

“If either organization wants to represent the industry, they
need to think beyond their memberships and reach out. They can’t

In honor of the 10th anniversary celebration of Parking Today, Founder and Editor John Van Horn
agreed to be interviewed as part of research on the history of the parking industry in North America.
Individuals or organizations wishing to volunteer their personal comments or organizational histories
to this effort may visit www.historyofparking.blogspot.com (now under construction). 

Industry Raconteur, Provocateur 
– and, Mon Dieu, Saboteur?

BY CHARLIE MUNN

J
John Van Horn
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www.wps-group.com

Driving Parking Technology

Improve your level of customer service with an
innovative new solution from WPS Parking Systems. 

ParkVision™ Software integrates your back office
systems with the BC200 Pay-On-Foot Revenue
Control System allowing your operation to be
more effective at creating a safe and user-friendly
environment.

The convergence of voice, video and data
information into one application allows you to
reach out to your customers with one click of 
your mouse.

WPS North America Inc.
Toronto (head office) 1-800-520-0120
Los Angeles 1-888-321-6601
Washington DC 1-877-977-9292
info@wps-na.com

ParkVision: System Integration Software

Improve Customer Service

BC200 Pay-On-Foot: Revenue Control System

Please contact our sales department to learn more
about how WPS can improve your business.
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see some of the folks in parking as vendors, or customers, or
operators. They need to see them simply as part of our industry.
So there has to be a shift in the thinking of both organizations
for them to merge, even to merge the shows. We are all part of
this ... industry.”

A desire to foster this sense of industry led Van Horn to
establish the Temecula Parking Group (TPG). “I wanted to
develop a parking think tank where people could just get togeth-
er and talk about parking stuff,” he says. “There are about 25 or
so members and maybe 15 to 18 show up each year. We share a
common concern about our industry. I didn’t have a goal when I
started. If we could just get together, talk, have some fellowship,
play some golf, I thought that would be great.” 

However, he had unknowingly tapped into a deep vein of
discontent in the industry. In speaking of how the industry pres-
ents itself to the outside world and the level of professionalism
within the industry, he says: “The dirty little secret is we’re not
very competent at what we do. It’s an industry, and most don’t
think of it as that. That has to change.”

The Temecula Parking Group, a random cross-section of
NPA and IPI members and other industry insiders, quickly coa-
lesced around some key issues. “The group moved away from
what I originally had planned and the second year became more
militant. This was not what I wanted because this meant we had
to think and work a little harder and that took time away from
golf and cocktail hour. But we decided we needed to do more to
shake up the major organizations and to emphasize that the
industry didn’t have a spokesperson and needed one. We need to
put out some PR on the industry, get some positive stories out
there. So we wrote a ‘white paper’ on this to the two organiza-
tions to get them involved.”

Neither formally responded to the TPG’s recommendations.
Though disappointed, Van Horn says the group will again
approach the two organizations. It will offer to help establish
and fund a public relations effort aimed at the non-parking
world. The message: Parking is a profession. And it will suggest
ways to solve the No. 1 problem that the TPG believes is hold-
ing back the industry: the lack of quality people and operations
that give the industry a bad reputation. 

Van Horn scoffs at the idea that TPG has any designs on
replacing or destroying either organization, nor is he applying
for the job of spokesperson. “The only detriment we have ever
been is that we point out by our simple existence that something
is missing. It’s not the intent of the TPG to become a member-
ship organization,” Van Horn insists. “We can become a catalyst
for change and a repository for information, if the major organi-
zations don’t want to do that.”

His greatest fear, Van Horn says, is that continuing industry
complacency will lead to the worst kind of change: government
intervention. “What’s going to happen is the feds are going to
come in, the state is going to come in. It’s already starting to hap-
pen. San Francisco is locking down garages and putting in its
own audit trails. I don’t want to see the government set rules for
the industry. The medical industry polices itself. The architects
police themselves. Why in the hell can’t the parking industry
police itself?”

“I know I paint with a broad brush. There are good people
in all parts of the industry, however we need to strive for excel-
lence. Its that excellence that will attract good people, and that
will change how the world views us. We are a service industry.
The worldview is extremely important.”

Charles R. Munn, C.A.P.P., C.P.F.M., is a former parking consultant. 
He can be reached at cmunn3@aol.com. PT
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City of Houston Forms
First Parking
Commission in Texas

Houston Mayor Bill White today announced the formation of
a citizen-led Public Parking Commission, the first of its kind in
Texas. The commission consists of nine mayor-appointed regular
members and six ex-officio members, all serving without compen-
sation and confirmed by city council for one- or two-year terms.

In addition to serving as a public forum, the commission’s
main goal will be to direct Parking Management in resolving park-
ing issues. The commission will also recommend parking-related
ordinances and capital improvement projects to city council, gath-
er and review data relating to the city’s present and future parking
needs, maintain a comprehensive inventory of the on-street park-
ing supply and recommend to city council all matters for the man-
agement, development and advancement of the city’s parking
needs or facilities. 

“We are committed to making traffic on our streets run
smoothly and making city hall more efficient and responsive,” said
Mayor White, who approved the creation of a citizen-led Parking
Commission in August 2005. “The commission will help us do
that by managing one of our most important assets, available park-
ing, and planning solutions that will meet future parking needs and
help keep traffic flowing.”
For more information about the Parking Commission or the City of
Houston Parking Management, please call (713)837-0311 or visit
www.houstonparking.org.
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In May 2005, the Temecula Parking Group (TPG) released its first publication: “A Parking White Paper.” That document served
four purposes. It:

1. Introduced the members of the group;
The members of the Temecula Parking Group represent different aspects of the parking industry – private operators, public agen-

cies and equipment/service providers. We are members of the NPA, IPI and regional industry organizations. Although we represent
diverse elements of the parking industry, we share a common passion for it and a commitment to elevate its professionalism. 

2. Expressed our concerns with the direction of the major parking organizations; 
The TPG recognizes the importance of both organizations to the parking industry. The organizations, however, have perpetuated a

schism between private and public management. In a mobile society, where the automobile is the preferred mode of transportation, it is
essential that an organization represents the industry with a voice that is clear and respected. Now, more than ever, there is an urgent
need to unite the industry, gather strength from its numbers and diversity, and lead it in a coalesced direction. 

3. Presented our vision of a national parking organization; 
The parking organization we envision is one that:
Actively recruits and embraces all individuals and groups involved in providing parking services
and/or equipment.
Allows egalitarian representation for all members.
Serves as the spokesperson for the parking industry. 
Provides value to its members by supplying enhanced training opportunities, a technical resource

library, an interactive Web site, and more.
4. Offered our cooperation to work with the existing organizations to enhance the parking industry.
To this end, members of the TPG would like to meet with your organizations’ boards to move

forward with this initiative. We offer our assistance to explore funding methods to achieve the vision
presented herein. 

Nine months after the release of “AParking White Paper,” the TPG has received no formal response
from either national parking organization, but remains passionate about the parking industry, committed
to our vision, and hopeful that our offer to meet with these groups will be formally accepted. 

Our passion, however, is tempered by the fact that with each passing month, the parking industry
overlooks an opportunity to publish a positive article about our business. With each passing week, we
miss a chance to attract new people into the business. With each passing day, we miss an opportunity to
bridge the private-public schism. To discover the state of the parking industry in 2006, one only needs to
look at the services other trade organizations provide, not only to their members, but to the general public.

To discover the number of hospitals in the U.S., one performs a simple Internet search. By entering
“number of hospitals in U.S.,” the search engine directs you to the web site of the American Hospital
Association. There, you discover that there are 5,759 hospitals in the United States. In addition, the web
site also provides information on the number of beds, the number of private and public hospitals, the
number of admissions, etc. These hospitals vary in size and they vary in their ownership and manage-
ment structure, but it is
safe to state that every
hospital has some park-
ing. Yet of those 5,759
hospitals, only 22 are
listed in IPI’s 2005
Who’s Who In Parking.

By substituting the
word “cities” for “hospi-
tals” in the search
engine, one is connected to the web site of the National League of Cities. That site reveals the existence
of 19,429 municipal governments. Moreover, it has links to more than 30 documents, each providing
insights on local government operations. Although the extent of parking issues will vary with each city,
every one of those 19,429 governments has some parking. How many are members of the NPA? 

Now substitute “parking spaces” for “cities.” You are directed to a web site that sells books on
zoning and land use management. 

That is the state of the parking industry today. It’s an industry whose organizations include only a
small percentage of those in the business – and those who do join are segregated into groups as if the
parking space at a shopping center is fundamentally different from a parking space at an airport, or as if

The State of the Parking Industry – 2006
A Paradigm Shift 

The Temecula Parking Group

Members,
Temecula

Parking Group

Herb Anderson

Ted Burton

Barbara Chance

Chuck Cullen

Dennis Cunning

Dale Denda

Jim Eversman

John Hammerschalg

Robert Harkins

Michelle Krakowski

John Lovell

Robert Milner

Charlie Munn

Gloria Payne

Diana Perey

Tim Phillips

Tony Policella

Mark Pratt

Mike Simmons

John Van Horn

Sheila Warnock

Sandra Watson

Clyde Wilson

Tom Wunk

When you search the ‘net for number
parking spaces, you are directed to
a site that sells books on zoning
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the equipment supplier has no interest in the management of a facility. As a result, it’s an industry without an authoritative voice and
without a source of basic information. 

Leadership and resources are needed to provide the level of services that the TPG advocates – and both are available. Besides the
19,000-plus cities and 5,000-plus hospitals, there are universities, airports, building managers, entertainment venue operators, consult-
ants, equipment suppliers, and more. At least 30,000 and perhaps 35,000 potential members exist in just the U.S. If just 10% of the
potential member groups had only one member in an organization with $100 of their annual dues dedicated toward industry develop-
ment, it would provide $350,000 for research and public relations. If 50% of those potential member groups had one member in an
organization and paid only $200 in annual dues, it would generate $3.5 million. Imagine the services that could be provided with such
an organization! 

The existing parking organizations can, with vision and change, move forward to represent the entire width and breadth of our
industry. However, we understand that time and resources may be difficult to obtain. To that end, we propose the following:

The TPG will take on two of the tasks we feel most important in the short term:
1. The hiring and management of a public relations firm that will provide positive information about the parking industry to the

mainstream and business media.
2. The formation of a collective database of parking information that will be available to those needing information about parking.

Some of this is readily available but not in a form that can be accessed, and some will require research and study.
We hope this can be accomplished under the auspices of one or both of the parking organizations. However, we cannot overstate

the sense of urgency we feel regarding these tasks.
The organizations need to look to opening their membership, combining trade shows, and moving ahead with programs to pro-

fessionalize our industry. With an expanded membership base, not only are financial resources more accessible, human resources
also become more available. Working together (private, public, owners, operators, suppliers, building managers, etc.), there are
more members available to participate in planning, researching and educating. More important, there are now more members, each
with a vote, available to elect leaders who share the passion for the parking industry.

The TPG wants the parking industry paradigm to evolve. We want an industry respected for its professionalism and known for its
contributions, and we are willing to commit ourselves to assist to that end. 

The Temecula Parking Group
February 2006

Revolutionary Collections Solutions 
that work politically, legally, and logistically.

Call toll free 8 am to 5 pm EST

1-866-PAYLOCK
(1-866-729-5625)

info@paylock.com

More Collections.
Less Frustrations.

Join the growing number of municipalities & universities who get it.
To learn more, visit Booth #323 at IPI Las Vegas!

Circle #15 on Reader Service Card - See us at the IPI Booth #323
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Happy 99th, Joe Diamond 
I met Josef Diamond a few years ago when I interviewed

him and his son Joel for PT. He was a corker then and is a cork-
er now. What a great guy. I understand he can be a tough busi-
nessman, but in reality, he persevered. Other folks often don’t
like that. 

He played hardball in a town that likes softball – at least to
quote his biographer. 

The company, Diamond Parking in Seattle, is more than 80
years old, and Joe started by helping his brother on his lots
while working his way through law school. He took over from
his brother in the late  ‘40s, but continued his law practice. Joel
and grandson John run the day-to-day operations today.

Joe Diamond went into the office every day since he became
a lawyer in 1931 until illness slowed him down a bit last year.
That’s every day for 75 years. He has been working longer than
virtually anyone reading this blog has been alive.

Joe invented the honor box and the concept of booting –
using chains and a 55-gallon drum filled with concrete. His
company still runs most of the unattended locations in the West,
plus on- and off-airport locations, surface lots and garages in

the Northwest, Alaska, Hawaii and California. I think they told
me they had about 750 locations.

Happy Birthday, Joe, and many happy returns. 

OK, Dan, the Gloves Come Off
I saw my buddy Dan Brame from PDX at the Smart Parking

Conference in San Jose, CA (more about the conference later).
He was chiding me about my comments that off-airport parking
is better than on-airport parking. 

I hold the position that it’s more convenient for me to park
in an off-airport lot (or garage) and have my car “valeted” and
be delivered directly to my terminal than it is to park in a 5,000-
car lot across the street from the terminal, then schlep my bags
in freezing cold or scorching heat down endless aisles, up eleva-
tors, across bridges, and down elevators to get to the same place
where the bus dropped me off. On return to reverse the process,
only to have to wait in long lines to pay and exit. 

Dan says that’s the airport’s problem. He says that at his
Portland parking Garden of Eden, you park and walk to the ter-
minal, sure, but when you leave, you pay at the POF and then
simply drive out, with virtually no waiting. The process takes
seconds. Much less time, he says, than it takes to wait for the
shuttle and drive to get your car. And time is money, and time is
service.

You know, he has a point – I guess I’m jaded because LAX

JVH comments on Parking News every day at PT Blog – log on
at www.parkingtoday.com. Each month, there are at least 40
other comments like these, posted daily.
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is such a mess when it comes to on-airport parking. Dan says
that he is definitely a competitor with the off-airport lots and
that the competition has made him take close notice of his cus-
tomers and ensure that they are given the best possible service. 

Well, I have to agree that the PDX operation is very cool. I
have seen and written articles about it. He processes 6,000 exits
a day with virtually no backup at exit.
You gotta respect that. His security is
high-tech, and customer service is
right there, ready to help. He’s
adding more POFs to make it even
easier, and if you want, you can wait
until you get to the exit and pay there
by credit card. Neat.

I don’t mean to single out Dan –
many airports are upgrading to POF
and increasing service to their park-
ing customers. 

Personally, I think there are two reasons: 
First , parking provides millions to the airport to use for

whatever it wants ($40 million at PDX), while many other fees
are restricted in use by the FAA. Revenues have flattened a bit
due to competition (and 9/11), but are back to pre-9/11 levels
now. Airports had put garage construction on hold but are
building again. However, they should be careful: Huge garages
mean long walks. If I have to walk 10 minutes to get to my car,

perhaps I would rather wait five minutes for a shuttle and be
taken directly to my warm (or cool) car with the engine running,
fee paid and gate open. I would also like having someone help
me with my bag.

Second, technology has meant that POF is now the way to
go. I don’t think anyone has installed a non-POF system in an

airport in the last six or seven years.
S and B, Federal, Amano, SkiData,
Trindel, Zeag, WPS and others are
flooding the market with easy-to-use,
reliable equipment, and airports are
eating it up. 

To compete with an off-airport
that offers valet service and prepay,
they will have to do more, however.
Sure, if I can get a spot near the sky-
bridge, maybe it’s faster and easier,

but all the off-airports have to do is add a couple more shuttles
and make sure that one drives by every five minutes. But let’s
face it: It will be difficult to compete. Plus, off-airport is cheap-
er. At LAX, I pay $30 a day to park my own car in the terminal
lots, $19 a day to have it valet-parked off-airport. That’s an $11-
a-day savings. In four days, I have saved $40 and gotten better
service.

Dan may be on the right track at PDX, but I think a smart

If I have to walk 10 minutes
to get to my car, perhaps I
would rather wait five
minutes for a shuttle...

Continued on Page 28
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off-airport guy could eat his lunch if the off-airport location was
run right and willing to provide the service that it can. 

L.A.’s Mayor Blows It on Parking
I wish I could say it was only in L.A., but this “free park-

ing” disease is striking everywhere.
Can you believe it? Hizzonner mandated that during a

recent school board election, parking around polling places
would be free. That’s right, no charge at meters within a block
of the polls.

I cannot for the life of me figure out how paying to park
keeps people from voting. Let’s see: It costs 20 grand or more
for the car, two-fifty a gallon for the gas, a buck or two a day for
upkeep and oil, a buck for insurance, and I’m not going to pony
up the half a buck to park, assuming that it really cost anything
to park anyway? The fact is that most polling places are in
schools and churches in residential neighborhoods that don’t
charge for parking (although they should, but that’s another 
story.)

I noticed that the city clerk’s election division was behind
this. It worked out the program, probably after spending months
in meetings and discussions. But I bet there wasn’t one person
from the Parking Enforcement Division of the Department of
Transportation present at the meetings. You know, the folks on
the ground who fight the parking wars every day.

from Page 27
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Perhaps if the people running for election to the school
board were to forge a campaign in any relationship to the pow-
er they wield or the importance of the decisions they make, folks
would turn out to vote. Free parking ain’t going to cut it.

Sorry, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, you got caught up in
another political error. You should be spending your time col-
lecting the 10% tax that a number of the local parking opera-
tors aren’t paying.

No Operators at Smart Parking Conference
I noticed that no commercial operators were at the Smart

Parking Conference in San Jose. I wonder if any were invited.
There were tons of government types from cities, but no one
there who actually parks cars for a profit. 

The Vice Mayor of San Jose noted that they didn’t really
have a parking problem downtown during the day, but they did
in the evening, when all the commercial lots closed. She seemed
confused that the commercial lots closed after 5 p.m. In her next
breath, she noted that the city had given the merchants down-
town what they wanted and provided free on-street and off-street
parking in city garages in the evenings and on weekends. 

She also commented that when she went to San Jose State,
she knew every single free-parking space in the city and how
and when to use them. She felt that maybe her city should start a
program to teach others the techniques that college students use
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